Attention: ICANN
CC: Contact Information Redacted
CC: Contact Information Redacted

(Intellectual Property Interests Constituency)
(Internet Commerce Association)
Re

Dear ICANN,
I wish to formally thank you for giving me an opportunity to report to you the
irrefutable behaviour I received whilst reporting a domain name under the ‘24hour abuse policy’. The domain name essentially promotes defamatory hatred
amongst the internet. It has been proven to have breached the law, and
therefore the terms of use, it has a no removal policy, it has had 92,000 DMCA
removal takedowns, it has promoted cyber-bullying, attacked personal
characters, admitted it does not validate any allegation that defames an
individual or a business and then it extorts such businesses to make them
appear to look better, yet still refuse to remove content.
Only law suits have worked and people have resorted to suing Google as a
secondary publisher, of which courts have found the content defamatory and
ordered Google to take down the site and pay damages, and there are a
bombardment of cases hitting Google right now, as I am witness to two of them.
Most certainly the domain owner has been sued too and no ISP is immune from
outside the USA. However, it is not about that.
It is about the harm to hundreds of thousands of people and your intention of
governance of the Internet. Such registrar is DNC Holdings. Such domain name
is revealed in this document. It is the intention of the writer that this document
and its attachment be a transparent letter available to the public giving ICANN
complete opportunity to act on this and that it be released to the public only if
ICANN find no breach to the Terms of Use that the Registrar should have
invoked. I come forth as only a messenger. I will tell you a bit more about
myself down below.
I hereby comply with your request, and then I wish to make the further
submissions I was not allowed to make to the Registrar which the Registrar (I
believe) had an obligation to listen to which without a doubt, after 92,000 DMCA
takedown requests and now real proof of violations of law by means of law
enforcement judgements Redacted per Requester
.
Redacted per Requester

make this report known to ICANN and ask ICANN to make a decision
on this matter for the benefit of the world, and to reduce the risk of litigation
that DNC and ICANN are exposed to in every other jurisdiction other than the
United States – which honestly should not even be a decision making factor,
what is mentioned below should be the only factor. I also advocate for internet
safety Redacted per Requester
and help people out with

Anti-Bullying campaigns. I did not expect the aggressive response I received,
especially with the trust in knowing about:


Public Safety Agencies at ICANN are dedicated to assessing whether and
seeking to ensure that the Domain Name System (DNS) and domain
name registrations are not used to propagate, enhance, or further,
unlawful activity, abuse, consumer fraud, deception, or malfeasance,
and/or violations of law and;



Supporting the ability of public safety organizations to investigate,
prevent, attribute, and disrupt unlawful activity, abuse, consumer fraud,
deception or malfeasance, and/or violations of national law that involve
the DNS and domain name registrations and most importantly;



Continuously assessing whether ICANN has responsive and timely
mechanisms to develop and enforce ICANN contractual obligations with
gTLD registries and registrars, (i.e., Registrar Accreditation Agreement,
Registry Agreement);

(*In accordance with your INTERNET GOVERNANCE – ICANN Guide for Law
Enforcement)
You have asked me for:
- Copies of your abuse report and any response(s) from the
registrar.
- The list of domain names relevant to your abuse report.
Evidence such as emails, customer service tickets, date and time
of telephone calls and/or screenshots that the registrar failed to:
- Take reasonable steps to investigate and respond to reports of
abuse.
Please send the information and records requested above via reply
mail (no more than 4 MB total) and do not change the email
subject heading. Please provide records as attachments in .TXT,
.PDF or .DOC(X) format.
I now comply with your request and hope that ICANN can stand in the shoes of
the Registrar and make a decision as ICANN at least showed dignity and
competence. Redacted per Requester

The
information I am giving is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and the
sources who gave it, has been compiled and written in my own time, for no fee,
and done so in good faith. Please see attached documents.
P.T.O

In the next pages, you will find:

Attachment 1. Copies of my abuse report and any response(s) from the
registrar.
(They took my exploration request to make an abuse report as an abuse report
and didn’t even let it get that far, and took an immediate bias to the case.
Attachment 1 contains the entire chain of the conversation.)

2. The domain name relevant to the abuse report is:
RipOffReport.com
3. Such evidence is in Attachment 1.
In fact, I was told (due to them interpreting it wrongly) when I tried to correct it,
I would be banned from making any further disclosure with them and my email
will be blocked.
They threatened detrimental action. They claimed to take steps but they took
NO steps to investigate and respond to the reports of abuse, hence it ceased.
Their conduct was disgusting and in breach of their requirement under their
Registrant Responsibilities. They completely designed their own story before I
even had a chance to fully lay out the complaint, had it predetermined – and
attacked me.

4. Further evidence I was not allowed to induce:
The Registrar neglected to recognise the only onus to prove was the fact that
RipOffReport.com has and is engaging in conduct that is in breach of the
Registry Agreement. Such breaches include Terms of Use, such as anything no
matter which country you are in – that is deemed unlawful activity, abuse,
consumer fraud, deception, or malfeasance, and/or violations of law. I will even
further make out that case here.


Please note the case law I quoted also specifically quoting
RipOffReport.com, making judgments of Defamatory content
which originated on RipOffReport.com – onus of proof is shown,
ordering costs and liability proven to breach Australian law. Now
abroad please see a list prepared by Shawn Richeson
Contact Information Redacted who advises that he is also suing Adam Kunz, the
CFO. He advises that suit is in the 169th judicial district in Bell County
Texas. He advises that it can be found on the same URL and all the filed
pleadings as well. The law suits are as against Xcentric Ventures (Owner
of RipOffReport.com) ~ not including pending. I happen to know that

there are 3 more coming to the value of 8 million dollars. All below relate
to Defamation, Crime, Copyright, Extortion, Fraud, False Publication,
Backlink extortion & more that are in absolute violation of your intent for
the governance under your ICANN Guide for Law Enforcement.


If there was no proof of Copyright infringement then how would the
Registrar not have taken notice of 92,000 DMCA takedown legal notices?
https://www.google.com/transparencyreport/removals/copyright/explore/
?q=Ripoff%20Report

And ICANN is this the public intention of a website endorsed by your INTERNET
GOVERNANCE – ICANN Guide for Law Enforcement
https://www.gopetition.com/petitions/remove-rip-off-report-fromgoogle/signatures.html
https://www.consumeraffairs.com/online/ripoffreport.html
Adam S. Kunz
Contact Information Redacted

INTEL: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/ADAM-KUNZ.pdf
ATTORNEY: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L pxWM8QmaQ
Adam S. Kunz is the CFO of Xcentric Ventures LLC.
Xcentric Ventures LLC. - owns & operates the domain RipoffReport.com
Adam Kunz and Ed Magedson (Founder) pay criminals to post libelous material
at RipoffReport.com
Charles Margolis
Contact Information Redacted

INTEL: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/CHARLESMARGOLIS.pdf
Justin G. Crossman
Contact Information Redacted

INTEL: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/JUSTIN-CROSSMAN.pdf
INTEL: https://docs.justia.com/cases/federal/districtcourts/california/cacdce/2:2010cv01360/465955/180
Danica Zunich
Contact Information Redacted

INTEL: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/DANICA-ZUNICH.pdf

Amy R. Thompson
Contact Information Redacted

INTEL: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/AMY-THOMPSON.pdf
INTEL: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/LONNY-STEVENSON.pdf
Darren M. Meade
c/o Newport Police Department
Contact Information Redacted

(949) 644-3681
EXTORTION: https://goo.gl/Ut0uD0
ARREST AFFIDAVIT: https://goo.gl/Smr2oj

RIPOFF REPORT EMPLOYEES
Darren M. Meade a.k.a Darren Mitchell Meade is responsible for the creation of
numerous blogs and reports on the website Ripoff Report. He was paid over
$100K by Adam Kunz through a bank account at Bank of America in Fountain
Hills.
WE RECOVERED PROOF OF PAYMENT - DATING BACK TO 2012:

1) BOA: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/DARREN-MEADE-4KPAID-JUN-2012-BOA.jpg
2) BOA: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/DARREN-MEADE-5KPAID-JUL-2012-BOA.jpg
3) BOA: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/DARREN-MEADE-6KPAID-MAR-2012-BOA.jpg
4) EMAIL: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/CONNECT-THEDOTS-FOR-JOEL-ROBBINS-AND-DOJ.pdf
5) INDICTMENT: Darren Meade https://goo.gl/swyGow

At the direction of criminal mastermind Adam Kunz - Mr. Meade would create a
fake persona of an aggrieved consumer and post online about his victimization.
On the domain RipoffReport.com Mr. Kunz & Mr. Meade have created over 200
aliases.

When Mr. Meade posts, he uses a different alias giving the illusion of a crowd
affect to an aggrieved person's plight. Adam Kunz would then delete the IP logs
from the domain to keep Mr. Meade in a stealth pattern of engagement upon his
victims.
After Mr. Kunz quit paying Darren Meade, Mr. Meade went on an abhorrent
posting episode against Adam Kunz and partner Ed Magedson.
Adam Kunz went to the Phoenix Police and filed a claim for extortion. The
investigator looked into the matter and found Adam Kunz to be disingenuous
and an accomplice to the crime Adam Kunz reported to Phoenix PD. After Mr.
Kunz was caught in the lie, he withdrew his complaint and dropped his claim to
Phoenix PD.
In the months to follow, Mr. Meade began running out of cash so he targeted
several doctors in the Orange County area, once again pretending to be an
aggrieved client of various doctors. The Newport Police department became
aware of this criminal episode. An investigation ensued. The matter is still in the
investigation phase.
Amy Thompson, Justin Crossman & Dana Zunich are employed by Adam S.
Kunz.
Justin Crossman is the IT Expert responsible for SEO techniques utilized to cause
reports to rank on Google.
Amy Thompson, Dana Zunich & her mother Cleone Bowen are surrogates that
post under pseudonym on ripoff report.
Charles Margolis contacts the victims and arranges the extortion payments to
Adam Kunz.
Ed Magedson is the straw man and judgment proof litigation magnet.
He attracts lawsuits and farms them out to the law firm of Jaburg & Wilk in
Phoenix AZ.
Jaburg & Wilk and attorney Maria Speth look for target victims that posses error
and omission insurance.
A nuisance lawsuit is filed by Mrs. Speth, a quick settlement with the insurance
Company is proposed and elements of a frivolous litigation are then sealed by
the court.
This method of shaking down insurance carriers has been extremely successful
for the law firm of Jaburg & Wilk.

LAW ENFORCEMENT IS BEGINNING TO UNDERSTAND THE
SCHEME
James Rogers was recorded explaining that he was paid off by Maria Speth to
keep quiet about Adam Kunz and his involvement in Ripoff Report.
The law firm paid Mr. Rogers money to not testify against Jaburg & Wilk in an
Arizona cause of action.
Eventually, James Rogers was convicted and sent to prison on unrelated
charges.

Shortly after Mr. Rogers was incarcerated, a replacement was hired by Mr. Kunz.
Michael P. Paris, is now performing similar functions.
INTEL: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/INTEL-MICHAEL-PPARIS.pdf
Mr. Paris is a paid criminal and poster for Adam Kunz.
His job is to find a target victim business and pretend to be an aggrieved client
of that business.
After Mr. Paris posts as the fugazi client of the target victim business, they
employ the technical expertise of Justin Crossman to create anchor text backlinks at a Company called Fiverr.com.
This process of back-linking causes a near immediate boost in rankings on
Google, Yahoo & Bing.
The target victim business is then extorted for thousands of dollars to suppress
the damage inflicted by Mr. Kunz and his group of criminals.

PENDING LAW SUITS
CURRENT LITIGATION IN UTAH: https://ecf.utd.uscourts.gov/cgibin/iqquerymenu.pl?90828
CURRENT LITIGATION IN IOWA: https://ecf.iand.uscourts.gov/cgibin/iqquerymenu.pl?43661

CURRENT LITIGATION IN OHIO: https://ecf.ohsd.uscourts.gov/cgibin/iqquerymenu.pl?192072
CURRENT LITIGATION IN PENNSYLVANIA: https://ecf.paed.uscourts.gov/cgibin/iqquerymenu.pl?519582
CURRENT LITIGATION IN MASSACHUSETTS: https://ecf.mad.uscourts.gov/cgibin/DktRpt.pl?caseNumber=1:13-cv-11701-DJC&caseId=0
CURRENT LITIGATION IN CALIFORNIA: https://ecf.azd.uscourts.gov/cgibin/DktRpt.pl?caseNumber=2:11-cv-01426-GMS

ADAM KUNZ - JOEL ROBBINS
TUESDAY - 10/11/2016 - LAWSUIT FILED
169TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - TEXAS - JUDGE GORDON ADAMS
BELL COUNTY TEXAS: http://co.bell.tx.us/cgibin/db2www/BDC/caseData.ndm/main?CN=288067
COMPAINT: https://goo.gl/V91KGw
EMAIL: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/288067-SUBPOENADAWN-PRICE.pdf
EMAIL: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/288067-SUBPOENADAWN-PRICE.JPG
EMAIL: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/288067-NOTICE-TOJOEL-ROBBINS-ANNETTE-RICHESONS-AFFIDAVIT.pdf
IPTRAP: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/288067-JOELROBBINS-ACCESS-URL-10-20-2016.png
EMAIL: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/EMAIL-FROM-JOELROBBINS-REPRESENTING-ADAM-KUNZ.png
EMAIL: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/EMAIL-TO-ADAM-KUNZWITH-ORIGINAL-PETITION.jpg
EMAIL: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/1-SERVICE-COPYISSUED-TO-SPETH-KUNZ-ROBBINS.png
NOTICE TO PRESERVE EVIDENCE: https://goo.gl/EyqXg3
PROOF OF SERVICE: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/PROOF-

OF-SERVICE-ADAM-KUNZ.pdf
COMPLAINT: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/1-PLAINTIFFSORIGINAL-PETITION.pdf
EMAIL: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/1-EMAIL-FROM-JOELROBBINS-AFTER-BELL-COUNTY-TEXAS-THREAT.pdf
JUDGE CJ WILLIAMS: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/EMAILFROM-JUDGE-CJ-WILLIAMS-AFTER-EXPARTE-COMMUNICATION.png
JUDGE CJ WILLIAMS: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/EMAILFROM-JUDGE-CJ-WILLIAMS-AFTER-EXPARTE-COMMUNICATION-FORENSICS.pdf
AGREED
DEPOSITION: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/AGREEMENT2ND-DEPOSITION-KILLEEN-TEXAS-MAGEDSON-V-SMITH-IOWA.png
NOTICE TO SECRET
SERVICE: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/NOTICE-TO-SECRETSERVICE-AND-BELL-COUNTY-DA.pdf
DANNY SCALF RIPOFF
REPORT: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/DANNY-SCALFATTEMPTS-TO-IMPLICATE-FBI-IN-FELONY-HACKING-EMAIL-ACCTS.mp3
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE
ORDER: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/515CV04008LTSMOTION-FOR-PROTECTIVE-ORDER-FILED.pdf
ISSUE SUBPOENA ON
PACER: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/1-SUBPOENA-PACERANNA-GARCIA.pdf
BASELINE PACER ACCESS
(11/02/2016): http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/BASELINE-IPPACER-ACCESS-11022016.png
ROBBINS & CURTIN - IP
ADDRESS: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/ROBBINS-ANDCURTIN-IP-ADDRESS.txt
JANICE D. OUTLOOK: http://www.clickanerd.com/forums/uploadfolder/JANICEFORENSIC-OUTLOOK-ACCOUNT.png

